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Abstract: In this paper, we present a novel approach for detection and classification of abnormal vehicles in urban highways.  We considered 
four types of abnormal vehicles such as near pass, illegal lane crossing, slow moving and long time stopped vehicles and which are detected and 
classified based on vehicle tracking and speed information. The model based tracking is used to detect, near pass and illegal lane crossing 
vehicles. The slow moving and long time stopped vehicles are detected based on speed information computed from model based tracking 
information. Since, the detection accuracy is mainly depend upon reliable and most efficient tracking, we adopted model based tracking which 
able to track the vehicles efficiently under various situations such as shape and appearance variations in road crossing, illumination variation and 
complex  background. The two video sequences selected from i-Lids and GRAM-RTM are used for experimentation and results are evaluated 
based on precision, recall and f-measure. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach achieves highest accuracy for detection and 
classification of abnormal vehicles in urban highways.        
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Video based sensor systems can play a key role in 
delivering data for better road planning and traffic 
management. Traffic surveillance is an insistent need for the 
robust and reliable traffic surveillance to improve traffic 
control and management with the problem of urban and 
roadways. Urban highway capacity strongly depends on 
abnormal events, which can lead to harsh traffic congestions 
and infrastructure damage. Abnormal events detection and 
classification in traffic video scenes plays an important role 
in traffic event analysis and video monitored traffic control 
centers. Vehicle abnormality can be defined at various levels 
such as traffic vehicle accidents, wrong way or illegal lane 
crossing, near pass, slow moving and long time stopped.  The 
vehicles are small in size and typical traffic video resolution 
is low, making it extremely difficult to extract complex 
descriptors such as pose with real accuracy. Instead, only 
simple features, such as position and velocity, can be used to 
characterize vehicle abnormality.   

Traffic event classification approach [1] using event 
severities at intersections, this approach learn normal and 
common traffic flow by clustering vehicle trajectories. 
Common vehicle routes are generate by implementing 
trajectory clustering with Continuous Hidden Markov Model. 
Vehicle abnormality is detected by observing maximum 
likelihoods of vehicle locations and velocities on common 
route models. The rule-based framework [2] for activity 
detection and behavior in traffic videos obtained from 
stationary traffic video cameras. Moving vehicles are 
segmented from the video sequence and tracked in real time 
videos. These are classified into different classes using 
Bayesian network approach, which makes use of vehicle 
features and image-sequence-based tracking results for 
robust classification. To analyze activities at an intersection 
in the number of traffic zones for detecting and classifying 
vehicles [3] and then tracking to extract traffic flows which 
assist in abnormality detection. Traffic zones definition in 
urban intersection video, based on trajectories clustering; 
greatly reduce the time and volume of computations. The 
proposed work addresses abnormality detection by way of 

vehicles trajectory analysis using support vector machine 
(SVM). Using trajectory analysis helps to extract abnormal 
behaviors. A point tracking system [4] for vehicle behavior 
analysis without an image segmentation procedure. Here, 
feature points are extracted using an improved Moravec 
algorithm. A specially designed template is used to track the 
feature points through the image sequences. Then, 
trajectories of feature points can be obtained, using decision 
rules to remove unqualified track trajectories. Finally, the 
vehicle behavior analysis algorithms are applied on the track 
trajectories for traffic event detection. 

In [5] authors have proposed abnormal vehicle behavior 
by trajectory fitting, the whole process is divided into three 
steps: target detection and tracking, vehicle trajectory 
analysis, and vehicle behavior detection. Firstly, a three-
frame-differencing method is used to detect the location and 
tracking vehicles based on Kalman, then, an adaptive 
segmented linear fitting algorithm is proposed to achieve 
vehicle trajectory fitting, finally, using rate of velocity 
variation and the rate of direction variation to establish 
vehicle abnormal behavior detection model. In [6] authors 
have proposed an automatic detection for visual vehicle 
activities based on the traffic video. According to the results 
of particle filter tracking, to understand the behavior of 
vehicle like speed, moving direction and position of the 
vehicle and recognized vehicle activities including breaking, 
changing lane driving and opposite direction driving. In [7] 
authors have proposed vehicle detection and tracking 
methods for highway monitoring based on video and audio 
sensors to detect the road incidents such as wrong-way 
drivers, still standing vehicles and traffic jams on road. In [8] 
authors have presented an approach to describe traffic scene 
including vehicle collision and vehicle anomalies at 
intersections in video processing and motion statistic 
techniques. Detecting and analyzing vehicle accident events 
are done by observe partial vehicle trajectories and motion 
characteristics. Activity patterns are determined by trajectory 
clustering analysis. Abnormal and normal traffic events are 
segmented by using log-likelihood thresholds. 
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In [9] authors have proposed an algorithm framework for 
video based vehicle tailgate behavior detection in urban road 
junction. Based on the road traffic regulation about the illegal 
parking behavior definition, in these paper traffic lights 
signal monitor, vehicle tracking and road congestion 
detection in the real time video analyze. Vehicles' trajectory, 
speed, and traffic status are used for the traffic violation 
behavior identification. In [10] authors have proposed an 
algorithm to detect anomalous vehicle behaviors like 
abnormal stop and vehicle crashing. Finding vehicle 
detection, the Spatio-temporal trajectory of multiple objects 
can be obtained to construct the regional short time constitute 
velocity model. Then the gray model theory is adopted to 
estimate the motion model parameters.  To detect on-road 
abnormal moving vehicles in nighttime [11]. Oncoming, 
change lane, change speed, roadside parking, and overtaking 
vehicles are detected. This method is useful for vehicle 
behavior analysis system of IDAS (Intelligent Driver 
Assistance System). Firstly, moving objects are estimated 
from all video frames. Using threshold range and ROI setting 
moving vehicles are eliminated. Motion vectors are grouped 
by using K-means clustering algorithm to obtain segment 
abnormal vehicle candidates. The segmented candidates are 
classified using learning algorithm Support Vector Machines 
(SVMs) and various features to eliminate non-vehicle 
candidates. 

In this paper, we proposed to detect and classify 
abnormal vehicles such as illegal lane crossing, near pass, 
slow moving and long time stopped vehicles based on 
vehicle tracking and speed information. The tracking 
information is used to detect illegal lane crossing and near 
pass vehicle. Similarly, slow moving and long time stopped 
vehicles are detected based on speed information. The rest of 
the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide 
the detailed discussion on our approach for abnormal vehicle 
detection and classification in urban traffic video. In Section 
3, experimental results are reported and discussed. Finally, 
the conclusion is drawn. 

II. PROPOSED WORK  

The flow diagram of proposed approach is shown in 
Figure 1. The proposed method uses vehicle tracking and 
speed information. The centroid of tracking window of the 
vehicle is overlap with other vehicle’s tracking window, then 
the vehicle is classified as near pass vehicle. The centroid of 
tracking window of the vehicle is crossing outer boundary of 
the lane, the vehicle is classified as illegal lane crossing 
vehicle. The centroid of tracking window is within the lane 
region, then, there may be possibility of occurrence of long 
time stopped and slow moving event. In order to detect long 
time stopped and slow moving vehicle, we estimate speed of 
the vehicle. The speed of a vehicle is zero for last few 
frames, then the vehicle is classified as long time stopped 
vehicle. The speed of vehicle is less than user defined 
threshold, then the vehicle is classified as slow moving 
vehicle, otherwise the vehicle is classified as normal flow 
vehicle.  

A. Illegal lane crossing and near pass vehicle 
classification 
We track vehicles and tracking window centroid is used 

to detect and classify vehicle as illegal lane crossing and near 
pass vehicle. We adopted our previous work [12] to classify 
illegal lane crossing vehicles. The illegal lane crossing 
vehicle is defined as the vehicle which crosses (change lane) 
boundary of the lane is depending on the traffic rules such as 
continuous or dotted lanes. Hence, we need to detect the lane 
region of the road. It can be therefore identified in an initial 
offline learning phase and will be used in the online phase to 
classify illegal lane crossing vehicle. In order to find road 
region, we extract the background of given traffic video 
using Gaussian Mixture Model [13] technique based on 
background modeling. Figure 2(a) shows result of the 
background model. After obtaining background of the traffic 
video, Canny Edge Detector is applied to obtain edge map of 
the background image. Figure 2(b) shows result of the Canny 
edge detector. Once the edge map is identified, straight line 
parameters are calculated using Standard Hough Transform 
(SHT) [14]. Figure 2(c) shows the straight lines obtained 
using Standard Hough Transform. Once the Hough space is 
computed, local maxima are extracted, and lines that are 
away from a vanishing point and too short are discarded. 
This information is used to define the lane on which the 
vehicles are moving.  

 

 
Figure 1. The flow diagram of our proposed approach 
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Figure 2. Intermediate results of detection of road region: (a) Background obtained through GMM (b)Result of Canny edge detector  

(c) Straight lines obtained using Standard Hough Transform 

 
 

Figure 3. Intermediate tracking results for AVSS PV easy and Urban1 video sequence

We adopted our previous work [15] for tracking vehicles. 
The adopted tracking algorithm constructs vehicle model 
based on extraction of shape and texture features using Co-
occurrence Histogram of Oriented Gradient (Co-HOG) [16] 
and Center Symmetric Local Binary Patron (CS-LBP) 
operator [17]. The vehicle model captures the variations in 
vehicle scale, vehicle pose, and complex vehicle occlusion. 
After construction of vehicle model for the current frame t, 
the vehicle features are extracted from each extracted vehicle 
image and the variations are updated to vehicle model. 
Finally, the vehicles are tracked based on the similarity 
measure between current frame vehicles and vehicle model. 
Figure 3 Shows the intermediate results for vehicle tracking.  

The illegal lane crossing vehicles are detected while 
tracking vehicles based on vehicles tracking window location 
[18]. First, compute the position of the vehicle center (x, y): 

,
2

up downx +
=         (1) 

 

,
2

left righty +
=         (2) 

 
where up and down are parameters represent the 

location of tracking window’s top and bottom boundaries. 
Similarly, left and right parameters are the location of 
tracking window’s right and left boundaries.     

  After finding the location of vehicle center, next step is 
to compute the minimum distance (md) between the center of 
the target vehicle (x, y) and lane line. In order to detect 
illegal lane crossing vehicle, we compute the distance 
between the ½ width of the vehicle and minimum distance 
(md).  

 
[ ]Distance( ) 2 ,D md width= −       (3) 

 
where 2width of the vehicle is defined as:   
 

2 .
2

right leftwidth −
=        (4) 

 
If the Distance (D) is less than user-defined threshold, the 

vehicle is detected as illegal lane crossing vehicle. The user 
defined threshold is set empirically. After vehicles lane 
crossing judgment, illegal lane crossing vehicles are tracked 
to estimate the same target timely, which help to predict the 
location of the illegal vehicle in a period of time. 

In order to detect near pass vehicle, we compute the 
Euclidean distance between centroid of the two vehicles (x1, 
y1) and (x2, y2

( ) ( )2 2
1 2 1 2 ,d x x y y= − + −

). 

       (5) 
 
If the d is less than the predefined threshold, the vehicle 

is detected and classified as near pass vehicle. 

B. Long time stopped and slow moving vehicles 
classification 
Slow and long time stopped vehicles correspond to 

events that are interesting for traffic analysis. The vehicle is 
detected and classified as slow if its speed becomes lower 
than predefined threshold. Long time stopped vehicle is 
detected and classified if its speed becomes almost zero for 
preceding few numbers of frames. 
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  The tracking window represents the detected vehicle. 
Centroid of each tracking window represents a single center 
pixel of the tracking window. The position of the centroid in 
each successive frame will change as the vehicle travels. The 
displacement of the centroid in each successive frame can be 
calibrated to represent the speed of the vehicle. The 
Euclidean distance between the centroid of the tracking 
window in two successive frames will give the distance 
traveled in terms of pixels. This distance is further calibrated 
in terms of km/hr to represent vehicle speed [19]. 

Suppose the tracking window centroid pixel has 
coordinates (a, b) in t frame and (e, f) in t-1 frame, then the 
distance traveled by the pixel in two consecutive frames is 

 

( ) ( )2 2 .x a e b f∆ = − + −        (6) 
 
Vehicle speed in terms of km/hr is given by  

 

,xv K
t

∆
=

∆
        (7) 

where K is the calibration coefficient and t∆ is time between 
two consecutive frames.  
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

We have conducted the experiments to evaluate the 
proposed method for abnormal vehicle detection and 
classification. Since, there is no standard benchmark dataset 
is available, we have selected video sequences from 
publically available datasets such as i-Lids and GRAM-Road 
Traffic Monitoring (GRAM-RTM) [20]. These chosen 
datasets contain abnormal events such as lane crossing, near 
pass vehicle, slow moving, and long time stopped vehicles. 
In order to evaluate performance of our approach, we 
conducted experiments using these datasets and results were 
evaluated based on precision, recall, and f-measure. Precision 
(also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of 
retrieved instances that are relevant, while recall (also known 
as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances that are 
retrieved. The precision and recall are estimated using the 
predicted results such as true positive (TP), false positive 
(FP), and false negative (FN). The precision and recall are 
defied as follows: 

,TPprecision
TP FP

=
+

     (10) 

 

,TPrecall
TP FN

=
+

      (11) 

 
The f-measure is estimated as the harmonic mean of 

precision and recall. The f-measure is defined as follows:  

2 precision recallf measure
precision recall

⋅
− = ⋅

+
     (13) 

 
The true positive can be defined as the number of 

vehicles correctly detected. The false positive can be defined 
as the number of vehicles wrongly detected or incorrectly 
detected. The false negative can be defined as the number of 
vehicles, which are incorrectly rejected.  

A. Experiments on i-Lids Dataset 
Among video clips of i-Lids [21], we selected AVSS PV 

Easy video sequence which contains abnormal vehicle such 
as near pass, illegal line crossing, long time stopped and slow 
moving. The ground truth is generated manually.  The AVSS 
PV Easy video sequence contains 80 moving vehicles. 
Among 80 vehicles, four vehicles are near pass, fifteen 
vehicles are illegal lane crossing, three vehicles are long time 
stopped and fifteen vehicles are slow moving vehicles. The 
optimal parameters are obtained through experiments based 
on highest accuracy of our approach for the AVSS PV Easy 
video sequence. The performance of our approach is shown 
using confusion matrix (Table 1) obtained for AVSS PV 
Easy video sequence of i-Lids.  

Table I.  Confusion matrix obtained for our approach using AVSS PV 
Easy video clip 

Events Normal Near 
pass 

Illegal 
lane 

crossing 

Longtime 
stopped 

Slow 
moving 

Normal(43) 41 00 00 01 01 

Near pass(4) 00 04 00 00 00 

Illegal lane 
crossing (15) 00 01 14 00 00 

Longtime 
stopped (3) 00 00 00 02 01 

Slow moving 
(15) 00 00 00 01 14 

 
The values in the confusion matrix describes the 

performance of our approach for five types of vehicles such 
as normal, near pass, illegal lane crossing, longtime stopped 
and slow moving vehicles.  It is observed that our approach 
correctly detected all the four near pass vehicles where as in 
case of illegal lane crossing and slow moving vehicles, its 
performance is decreased with minimal error rate.  

Table II.  Evaluation results of our approach using precision, recall, and f-
measure for AVSS PV Easy video sequence of i-Lids 

 
Events Precision 

(%) 
Recall 

(%) 
f-measure 

(%) 

Normal 
97.56 95.23 96.38 

Near pass 
75.00 100 85.71 

Illegal lane 
crossing 92.28 92.85 92.56 

Longtime 
stopped  100 66.66 79.99 

Slow moving  
85.71 92.30 88.88 
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Figure 4. Visual results of our approach for vehicle abnormality detection and tracking, yellow color tracking window for near pass, red color  

tracking window for illegal lane crossing, green color tracking window for longtime stopped, and blue color tracking window for slow  
moving vehicle for AVSS PV Easy video sequence of i-Lids subset 

 
The Table 2 shows the evaluation of our approach using 

precision, recall and f-measure using AVSS PV Easy video 
sequence of i-Lids. It is observed that accuracy of our 
approach is 96.38 for normal vehicles where as for long time 
stopped vehicles, we achieved lowest accuracy of 79.99%.  
For other classes of vehicles, we achieved promising results 
with very less error rate. 

Figure 4 shows the visual results of our approach on 
AVSS PV Easy video sequence of i-Lids. We used four 

different colored tracking windows to represent detected 
abnormal vehicles. The yellow colored window is used to 
show detected near pass vehicle, red colored window for 
illegal lane crossing, green colored window for longtime 
stopped and blue colored window for slow moving vehicles. 
From the visual results, it is observed that our approach 
accurately detect and classify abnormal vehicles in AVSS PV 
Easy video sequence under various situations like 
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background changes, lighting and shadow variations and 
other factors. 

 

B. Experiments on GRAM-Road Traffic Monitoring 
(GRAM-RTM) Dataset 

In this section, we present the experimental results of our 
approach on M30 video sequence of GRAM-RTM dataset, 
which contain 280 moving the vehicle, and among which 
five vehicles are near pass and forty-seven vehicles are 
illegal lane crossing vehicles. The ground truth for M30 
video frames is generated manually. The GRAM-RTM of 
M30 video sequence contains 7529 video frames with the 
resolution 800 x 480. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix 
obtained for detection of normal, near pass and illegal lane 
crossing vehicles on M30 video sequence. 

Table III.  Confusion matrix obtained for our approach using M30 video 
sequence of GRAM-RTM 

Events Normal  Near 
pass 

Illegal lane 
crossing 

Normal (280) 278 00 02 

Near pass (5) 00 04 01 
Illegal lane crossing 

(47) 01 01 45 

 
The values in the confusion matrix describe the 

performance of our approach for detection of three types of 
vehicles such as normal, near pass, illegal lane crossing 
vehicles.  From the experimental results, It is observed that 
among five near pass vehicles, our approach correctly 
detected four near pass vehicles and one vehicle is 
incorrectly detected as illegal lane crossing vehicle. 
Similarly, among forty seven illegal lane crossing vehicles, 
forty five are correctly detected and two vehicles are 
incorrectly detected as near pass and normal vehicle. Hence, 
our approach performance is very high with minimal error 
rate. 

The Table 4 shows the evaluation of our approach using 
precision, recall and f-measure on M30 video sequence of 
GRAM-RTM dataset. It is observed that accuracy of our 
approach is 99.09% for normal vehicles where as for near 

pass vehicles, we achieved lowest accuracy of 75.00%.  For 
other classes of vehicles, we achieved promising results with 
very less error rate. 

Table IV.  Evaluation results of our approach using precision, recall, and f-
measure for M30 video sequence of GRAM-RTM dataset 

Events Precision 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

f-measure 
(%) 

Normal 98.92 99.27 99.09 
Near pass 75.00 75.00 75.00 

Illegal lane 
crossing 97.77 95.65 96.70 

 
   Figure 5 shows the visual results of our approach on M30 
video sequence of GRAM-RTM. The yellow colored 
window is used to show detected near pass vehicle, red 
colored window for illegal lane crossing. From the visual 
results, it is observed that our approach accurately detect 
and classify abnormal vehicles in M30 video sequence.  
  The increase in accuracy of our approach is due to usage of 
vehicle model during tracking of the vehicle. The vehicle 
model captures the variations occurred in vehicle shape and 
appearance. The shape and vehicle appearance are captured 
using shape and texture features. The texture features 
extracted using CS-LBP operator, which helps to extract the 
slow moving vehicle texture features. The shape features 
which are extracted using Co-HOG helps to extract the 
actual shape of the moving vehicle. The combination of 
shape and texture features improves the accuracy of our 
approach. 

 
Figure 6 shows false detection of our proposed approach 

on video sequences of GRAM-RTM. There exists some 
wrong detection and tracking as shown in Figure 6. These 
false detections are shown as blue color tracking window. 
Because of the vehicle is moving too close to the other 
vehicle, the two vehicles looks like a single vehicle that 
causes wrong judgment. 
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Figure 5. Visual results of our approach for vehicle abnormality detection and tracking, yellow color tracking window for near pass, 

 red color tracking window for illegal lane crossing vehicle  for M30 video sequence of GRAM-RTM 
 

 

Figure 6. some false detection results.

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we present a novel approach for detection 
and classification of abnormal vehicles in urban highways. 
Our approach uses vehicle tracking and speed information in 
order to detect and classify abnormal vehicles such as illegal 
lane crossing, near pass, slow moving and long time stopped 
vehicles. The tracking information is used to detect illegal 
lane crossing and near pass vehicle. Similarly, slow moving 
and long time stopped vehicles are detected based on speed 
information. The evaluation results are obtained using our 
approach on the subsets of i-Lids and GRAM-RTM dataset. 
The experimental results demonstrate that our approach 
achieves the highest accuracy. The limitations of our 
approach is that when the vehicle is moving too close to the 
other vehicle, the two vehicles looks like a single vehicle that 
causes wrong judgment. Another limitation is that when the 
vehicle is moving too close to the lane line, the vehicle looks 
like partially occluded with lane line that leads to the wrong 
decision. 
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